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The Mello Team have once again worked incredibly hard to deliver
quality speakers and panel sessions alongside 50 company
presentations. The programme you see today is actually far more
complex than meets the eye with many sessions being ﬁlmed
and key panellists needing to move from room to room within the
allotted schedule. The team have a busy week with Mello2019
continuing tomorrow and any delegates attending today are very
welcome to join us on Thursday and Friday.

Our ﬁrst ever Mello Trust and Funds event has grown from within
our regular company two-day conference. We had so many
investment companies applying to join Mello2019 this year that we
decided the time was right to create an event all of its own. Today,
in the conference centre, we present to you nearly thirty investment
companies and over 500 investors backing our judgment and
attending a totally dedicated Trusts and Funds event.

The team have added a few new sessions and ideas, but
essentially you, the speakers and delegates, are what makes
Mello events so unique …the buzz, the investor chatter, the
top-quality speakers who devote their time so generously. A
big thank you also to the management teams who present their
company investment cases and realise the need to engage with
the serious end of the retail investor market. Most importantly
the army of helpers, room monitors, sound technicians, ﬁlm crew
and the whole Mello team that have been involved.
May this inaugural Trusts & Funds event be the ﬁrst of many…
Anne & David
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S P E A K E R S & PA N E L I S T S

Paul Marriage

Judith MacKenzie

Peter Pereira Gray

Paul launched Tellworth Investments,
a specialist UK Equity Boutique, in
October 2017 with John Warren. Paul
worked at Cazenove Capital from 2005
and then became Head of UK Dynamic
Equities at Schroders in 2013 after the
acquisition of Cazenove. During this
time Paul managed one of the most
successful UK Smaller Companies
Funds - returning investors 430% vs the
index return of 113% from Jan 2016 to
July 2017. Prior to this, Paul was Head
of UK Small Cap investments at Insight
Investments and an analyst at GH Asset
Management. He has over 20 years of
investment experience. Paul graduated
from University College, Oxford University
with a degree in Modern History.

Judith is a Partner of Downing LLP, an
investor in UK Smaller Companies. Judith
has been investing and involved in Small
Cap for over 20 years, having been a
Co-Fund Manager of the Aberdeen
Asset Growth Capital Venture Capital
Trusts and Partner at Acuity Capital, the
buy-out of Small Company Funds from
Electra Partners. Judith is Head of Public
Equities, and is Manager of the ﬂagship
and award winning Micro-cap fund, MI
Downing Micro Cap Growth, and the
Downing Strategic Micro Cap Investment
Trust. The philosophy that Judith applies to
investment in UK micro cap investments
is conviction led, bottom up and more akin
to a private equity investment process
than traditional fund management.

Peter Pereira Gray is Managing Partner
and Chief Executive Officer of the
Investment Division of the Wellcome
Trust, where he has worked for over 18
years. Wellcome has a gross investment
portfolio of some $35 billion, and has
achieved a net investment return of 13.9
% p.a. since October 1985.
Peter is Chairman of Premier Marinas,
the UK’s leading marina owner and
operator and a main board director of iQ,
one of the largest privately owned student
housing owner operators in the UK.
Peter is also currently co-chair of the
Institutional Investors Roundtable, a not for
profit organisation funded by government,
philanthropy and global institutions speaking
for over $12 trillion of investment assets.

Stephen Yiu

Nick Britton

Ben Rogoff

Stephen Yiu is the lead manager of the
Blue Whale Growth Fund.
Having started his career in the
Hargreaves Lansdown investment team,
Stephen left the company in 2007 to
pursue his interest in asset management.
Working at New Star (now Janus
Henderson), Artemis with Tim Steer, and
most recently under Martin Taylor and
Nick Barnes at Nevsky Capital, Stephen
has gained broad and varied experience
within the investment industry.
Previous funds he has directly managed
or co-managed are – Citywire’s AA-rated
Artemis UK Growth Fund (now Artemis
UK Select Fund), Artemis Pan-European
Hedge Fund and New Star UK Gemini
Hedge Fund.
Stephen setup Blue Whale Capital in
2017 with backing from Peter Hargreaves,
the co-founder of Hargreaves Lansdown.

A former financial and business journalist,
Nick joined the Association of Investment
Companies (AIC) in 2015. He works with
financial advisers and wealth managers,
aiming to improve their understanding
and usage of investment companies.
As a journalist, Nick held roles including
Editor of What Investment magazine
and Head of Research at Vitesse Media,
where he produced reports such as
Directors’ Pay on AIM, the Cash Shells
Directory, Institutional Investors in AIM
and the VCT Report. He also edited the
GrowthBusiness.co.uk website which
is aimed at growth companies, their
investors and advisers. Nick is married
with three children and graduated from
Cambridge University.

Ben joined Polar Capital in May 2003.
He is lead manager of Polar Capital
Technology Trust PLC and is a Fund
Manager of the Polar Capital Global
Technology Fund and Polar Capital
Automation and Artificial Intelligence
Fund. He has been a technology
specialist for 23 years.
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S P E A K E R S & PA N E L I S T S

John Baron

Jonathan Davis

John Rosier

John has run a wide range of portfolios
as a Director of Henderson Private
Clients and then Rothschild Asset
Management. Since leaving the City, he
has assisted charities to monitor their
fund managers, writes a monthly column
for the Investors Chronicle magazine
(donating his fee to charity) and
regularly speaks at financial seminars.
He has also written ‘The FT Guide
to Investment Trusts’ (further edition
due shortly). His company’s website
www.johnbaronportfolios.co.uk shares
with members the progress of eight real
investment trust portfolios.

Jonathan Davis has been analysing
and writing about financial markets
for more than 30 years, initially as a
financial journalist (on The Times, Sunday
Telegraph and Independent) and more
recently as an independent author,
columnist (Independent, Financial Times
and Spectator) and professional investor.
Editor of the annual Investment Trusts
Handbook and the author of three books
on investment, Jonathan is also a Member
of the Chartered Institute for Securities and
Investment and an adviser to the wealth
management firm Saunderson House.
He holds a professional qualification in
private client investment management
and sits as a non-executive director of
an investment trust. His website is www.
independent-investor.com.

After university I started work in The City
of London. I enjoyed the first 14 years
of my career at Fleming Investment
Management as a UK portfolio manager;
in 1997, I was appointed Head of UK
Equities. I was a director at Henderson
Global Investors from 1998 until 2004,
before working for two hedge funds.
My investment career was focused
on managing UK equity portfolios for
corporate and local authority pension
schemes.
In 2009 I left full-time employment, since
when I have managed my own investment
portfolios. In 2012, I launched my website
www.JohnsInvestmentChronicle.com
,
“The diary of a private investor” and since
2016, have been a regular contributor to
the Investors Chronicle magazine.

George Cook

Peter Higgins

Moira O’Neill

George has an MA (with Distinction) in
Corporate Strategy & Governance and
is a CFA Charterholder. Before joining
Montanaro, he worked as an Analyst
for Aon Benfield, where he specialised
in assisting with the capital and runoff
issues of insurance and reinsurance
companies.
He joined Montanaro in July 2010 as an
Analyst in charge of the Healthcare and
Insurance sectors. He now manages the
European Fund, European Income Fund
and European Smaller Companies Trust.

Peter Higgins (also known as Conkers
on Twitter @conkers3) is the founder
and Managing Director of Conkers3
Ltd. Peter is a successful longterm private investor, presenter and
interviewer who places a high degree of
importance on deep research, followed
by patient long-term investing. He has
over 25 years of experience investing
in stocks and shares.
Peter is the brainchild of and producer
of the popular podcasts and video
interviews called Conkers’ Corner
https://www.conkers3.com/conkerscorner-investment-hub/
He has also recently created,
launched and now co-presents a new
investing podcast called “Twin Petes
Investing https://soundcloud.com/user479955511

Moira became Head of Personal Finance
for interactive investor in March 2018,
after more than 20 years in personal
finance journalism.
She is editor-in-chief of interactive
investor editorial, plus Moneywise and
Money Observer, the independent
magazines owned by interactive investor.
She is also head of communications
and personal finance strategy for the
business.
Moira is also an investment columnist
for the Financial Times and is a holder
of the Wincott Personal Finance
Journalism Award.
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S P E A K E R S & PA N E L I S T S

Carl Harald Janson

Ian Mason

Richard Mofﬁtt

Carl Harald qualified as a medical doctor
in 1981, completed his PhD in 1990 at
the Karolinska Institutet, and qualified
as Certified European Financial Analyst
from the Stockholm School of Economics
in 1999.
He joined Astra Arcus in the biotech
industry in 1992 before moving into
finance at Hagstromer & Qviberg,
Danske Securities, and then, from
2000, as a Senior Portfolio Manager
and Principal Fund Manager of the
Carnegie Biotechnology Fund. During
his six years and four months as the
Fund’s Principal Fund Manager, Carl
Harald was recognised by Bloomberg
as the top performing biotech fund
manager worldwide and his fund had a
total return of +54% (USD) while the
NASDAQ Biotechnology Index returned
-26% (USD), a relative outperformance
of approximately 80%.
In 2008 Carl Harald returned to the
Biotech industry and was appointed
Investment Manager at Karolinska
Development in Stockholm, as well as
serving as a board member of various
Swedish biotechnology companies.
In September 2013, he joined SV
Health Investors, as Lead Investment
Manager of International Biotechnology
Trust, a Trust founded in 1994 to invest
in the unquoted and quoted global
biotech sector.

Ian joined AEW in 2015 and has 32
years industry experience. He is Portfolio
Manager of the AEW UK Real Return
Fund, which aims to deliver better risk
adjusted liability focused returns, with
inﬂation linked cash ﬂows and income
growth central to strategy. Previously
Ian was Fund Manager of Schroder’s
UK Property Fund, between 20082013, where he focused on delivering a
sustainable income stream from a blend
of traditional and alternative sectors
(healthcare, car show rooms, student
accommodation).
Prior to Schroder’s, Ian was at
Blackrock where he devised strategies
that focused on the needs of occupiers.
Ian pioneered the use of indirects in a
direct property strategy, together with
investment in Alternatives (marinas,
doctors’ surgeries).
He is a past Chairman of AREF
(Association of Real Estate Funds) and
Chair of the Regulation Committee.

Previously an Executive Director at
CBRE where he was Head of the UK
Industrial team.
• More than 25 years’ experience of the
UK Industrial and Logistics markets
• Credibility with owners and operators
of real estate
• In-depth market understanding and
awareness of current issues
• A thorough understanding of owner
and tenant requirements
• Extensive contact list including
institutional funds
• Member of The Chartered Institute of
Logistics and Transport
Transaction history includes:
• Goodman acquisition of Rosemound
for £650m +
• Scaling up and subsequent disposal by
London & Stamford PLC for in excess of
£350m
• Disposal of £300m of assets to Logicor
by Anglesea
Founding partner of M3 Agency LLP
(logistics property consultancy). Sold to
CBRE in 2010

Simon Young

Kieran Drake

Simon manages the AXA Framlington
Blue Chip Equity Income fund. This a
UK equity income fund that aims to
deliver investors higher than average
income and long term growth of income
and capital. The investment process
focuses on investing in companies with
specific business models that have high
barriers to entry, good long term growth
prospects and pay dividends.

Kieran Drake has been an investment
trust analyst at Winterﬂood Securities
since 2009. He leads the team’s research
on the infrastructure and hedge fund
sub-sectors as well as contributing to
coverage of the broader investment
companies sector. He has a BSc and PhD
in physics from the University of Warwick.
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S P E A K E R S & PA N E L I S T S

Melwin Mehta

Nick Greenwood

Richard Curling

Melwin manages the MI Discretionary
Unit Fund, a UK Fund that has multiplied
investor capital 900x in 55 years.
For him the most important feature is
“management calibre”, hence he meets
over 250 companies, in-person, every
year. Outside work, he is involved in
saving bees.

Nick Greenwood joined Miton Group
PLC in 2002 (which was known as iimia
at that time). He began his career in
private client stock broking during the
late 1970s. Nick was a founder member
of Christows stockbroking operation
in 1991. He joined the Christows
Investment Trust team setting up their
London office in 1995 and became
lead manager in November 1997. Nick
subsequently joined Miton Group PLC.
The LF Miton Worldwide Opportunities
Fund was launched in April 2003 and
was followed by the Miton Worldwide
Growth Trust in 2004.

Richard Curling joined Jupiter Asset
Management in 2006 and is a fund
manager in the UK Growth team. He
manages the Jupiter Fund of Investment
Trusts, the Jupiter Monthly Income Fund
(which uses investment trusts as a
source of income) and the Jupiter UK
Alpha Fund.

Lucy Costa Duarte

Chris Boxall

Alan Brierley

Lucy joined Schroders in 1994 after
graduating from Durham University with
a degree in Russian and German. She
spent 13 years in Equity Capital Markets
at Schroders and then Citi, specialising
in IPOs and follow-on equity issuance
for companies from the emerging
markets of Europe, the Middle East and
Africa, leaving as a director and head of
CEEMEA ECM in 2007 to focus on her
small children.
After a career break, Lucy joined SV
Health Investors in January 2016 to
spearhead the Investor Relations and
Marketing function for International
Biotechnology Trust.

Chris Boxall is co-founder of FCA
regulated
investment
manager,
Fundamental Asset Management and
financial publisher Investor’s Champion.
He qualified as a Chartered Accountant
in 1989 and was formerly with Deloitte
& Touche, senior adviser with a specialist
business consultancy and more recently
at Washington Financial Group where
he was a key member of the investment
management team of the Washington US
Fund Ltd, a successful long/short equity
fund. At Fundamental, Chris has primary
responsibility for investment research
and the management of the firm’s
investment portfolios, with particular
focus on the firm’s AIM for IHT planning
portfolio service, which has been running
for over 15 years.

Alan Brierley is a director of the investment
companies team at Canaccord Genuity
and responsible for the firm’s research in
the sector. He worked in the corporate
and institutional banking department of
NatWest for several years, focusing on
financial institutions and US corporates,
before joining the investment companies
team just before its move to Kleinwort
Benson in 1995.
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Polar Capital Investment Trusts

Polar Capital is a specialist, investment-led, active fund management company.
We offer investors a wide range of regional and sector-based funds built using a fundamental, research-driven approach, run
by dedicated, specialist investment teams.
The Company manages three sector-based investment trusts, covering some of the largest sectors in the world: technology,
healthcare and financials.

Polar Capital Technology Trust plc

GROWING OUR INVESTORS’
ASSETS SINCE 1996
Offers access to the growth potential of companies in the global technology
sector. Managed by a team of dedicated technology specialists, this trust has
grown to become a leading European investor with a multi-cycle/multi-year track
record – a result of the managers’ approach to investing, with the ability to spot
developing technology trends early and to invest in those companies best placed
to exploit them.
For more information visit: polarcapitaltechnologytrust.co.uk

Polar Capital Global Healthcare Trust plc

HEALTHCARE IS A GROWTH SECTOR
IN A LOW-GROWTH WORLD
Healthcare is a long-term, secular growth sector as ageing populations
drive the demand and the need for increased healthcare provision. Global
healthcare spending was over $7.6 trn in 2014 and is projected to grow
faster than GDP. The political conundrum is how to deliver better healthcare
to more people for less money. Healthcare companies with products or
services that deliver demonstrable value and drive efficiency are
well placed for growth.
For more information visit: polarcapitalhealthcaretrust.co.uk

Polar Capital Global Financials Trust plc

OILING THE WHEELS OF THE
WORLDWIDE ECONOMY
The financial sector oils the wheels of the worldwide economy and is
the largest sector globally. It includes banks, life and non-life insurance
companies, asset managers, stock exchanges, specialty lenders and fintech
companies. Technological developments and regulatory changes post the
financial crisis are leading to profound changes which are providing attractive
investment opportunities in a sector in different stages of recovery and within
underpenetrated emerging markets.
For more information visit: polarcapitalglobalfinancialstrust.co.uk
The information provided is not a financial promotion and does not constitute an offer or solicitation of an offer to make an investment into any fund or
company managed by Polar Capital. It is not designed to contain information material to an investor’s decision to invest in Polar Capital Global Healthcare
Trust plc, Polar Capital Technology Trust plc or Polar Capital Global Financials Trust plc, Alternative Investment Funds under the Alternative Investment Fund
Managers Directive 2011/61/EU (“AIFMD”) managed by Polar Capital LLP the appointed Alternative Investment Manager. Polar Capital is not rendering legal
or accounting advice through this material; viewers should contact their legal and accounting professionals for such information. This document does not
constitute a prospectus, offer, invitation or solicitation to buy or sell securities and is not intended to provide the sole basis for any evaluation of the securities
or any other instruments, which may be discussed in it. All opinions and estimates in this report constitute the best judgement of Polar Capital as of the date
hereof, but are subject to change without notice, and do not necessarily represent the views of Polar Capital. Polar Capital LLP is a limited liability partnership
number OC314700. It is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) and is registered as an investment advisor with the US
Securities & Exchange Commission (“SEC”). A list of members is open to inspection at the registered office, 16 Palace Street, London, SW1E 5JD.
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MELLO INVESTMENT TRUSTS AND FUNDS PARTNERS

Adamas Finance Asia Limited

ADVFN

AEW UK Investment Management LLP

The AIC

Apax Global Alpha Limited

AngelNews

AXA Investment Managers

Edison Research

Axiom Alternative Investments

Falco Financial Planning

Blue Whale

FinnCap

Downing Public Equity

FIRE

Ediston Property Investment Company PLC

Fund Hunter

Fundamental Asset Management

Hardman&Co

Gresham house

Harriman House

Golden Prospect Precious Metals Limited

Interactive Investor

Grit Real Estate Income Group

Investor’s Champion

International Biotechnology Trust PLC

The John Baron Portfolios

Menhaden PLC

John’s Investment Chronicle

MI Discretionary Stirling Unit Fund

Kepler

Miton Global Opportunities PLC

MoneyWeek

Montanaro Asset Management

Quoted Data

Oakley Capital Investments Limited

The Share Centre

Ocean Dial Asset Management Ltd.

ShareSoc

Pantheon International PLC

Spreadex

Polar Capital Holdings
Securities Trust of Scotland
SQN Asset Management
Tellworth Investments
Urban Logistics Reit PLC
VietNam Holding Limited
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Friday 21st November 2019
Grange Tower Bridge Hotel, London

The UK's No. 1 Conference
for VCT & EIS Investors
Meet top VCT & EIS
fund managers & the
companies they back
all in one place

Discover the best
VCT & EIS
opportunities for
2019

Understand
how to maximize
VCT & EIS returns

The Invested Investor EXPO

EXPO19

An amazing Expo
celebrating all that is great
about our industry.

Join us, book your tickets here

www.thevctandeisinvestorforum.com
Use the code MELLO2019 to get your 10% discount

C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E S
Adamas Finance Asia

AEW

Adamas Finance Asia (ADAM.LN) is an AIMquoted company targeting the delivery of
income and capital gain from a diversified
portfolio of pan-Asian investments in the Small
and Medium-Sized Enterprise (SME) Sector.
ADAM is agnostic in both the sectors and geographies it invests in, enabling the
company to seek the best SME investment opportunities from across Asia and
provide investors with a broad exposure to this growing market. The company
views sectors such as healthcare and life sciences, energy and resources,
internet and technology and property as especially attractive since they can offer
exposure to rapidly expanding consumer-driven industries in Asia.
With a USD2.7 Trillion funding gap for SMEs present in Asia, this market
offers ADAM a vast number of potential investment opportunities; enabling
it to finance ambitious management teams through well-structured and
downside-protected investments, whilst capturing a share in any capital
growth upside. A recent investment includes a senior secured loan to a
premium developer of residential projects in Niseko, Japan – one of the
most popular winter travel destinations in the world.
Its investment manager, Harmony Capital, appointed in 2017, has a dedicated
team with real Asian expertise; focused on sourcing hidden gems throughout
the region since its founding in 2005. The team is led by Suresh Withana,
its Managing Partner and the firm has offices in London, Hong Kong and
Singapore. Its team is incredibly busy in evaluating new opportunities as it
seeks to build a portfolio which is representative of the diverse nature of Asia.

AEW is one of the world’s largest real
estate asset managers, with �65.4bn
of assets under management as at
31/12/2018. It represents the real estate platform of Natixis Investment
Managers, one of the largest asset managers in the world.
The AEW UK team is one of the most stable in the industry and has
developed a range of funds and segregated accounts to meet the differing
needs of institutional investors, from value add to traditional core style total
return and real return strategies. In addition, for DC pension schemes and
the increasing amount of Private Wealth money now classified as Retail,
AEW UK has launched two REITs as an alternative to daily dealing open
ended Retail Funds.
In May 2015 AEW UK REIT PLC was launched (LSE: AEWU). The Company
aims to deliver an attractive total return to shareholders by investing
predominantly in smaller commercial properties (typically less than £10
million), on shorter occupational leases, in strong commercial locations
across the UK. It is currently invested in a mix of asset classes but with a
heavy weighting towards industrial property and a focus on active asset
management, repositioning the properties and improving the quality of
income streams.
AEWU is currently paying an annualised dividend of 8p per share. www.
aewukreit.com
In June 2017 AEW UK Long Lease REIT (LSE: AEWL) was launched. A
long lease strategy offering investors a very stable income stream that will
benefit from inﬂation linked growth. It is diversified across alternative and
traditional property sectors in strong locations across the UK with a focus on
also providing investors with long term capital preservation.
AEWL is currently paying an annualised dividend of 5.5p per share.
www.aewukllreit.com

ADVFN
ADVFN provides comprehensive stock
market information to the private investor
retail market. Accessible via website,
smart phone and tablet, the website
caters for the sophisticated investor by offering real time share prices, free
streaming share charts, RNS news feeds, portfolio management, monitor
lists, order book data in Level 2 and the most active financial bulletin board
in the UK. Established in 1999, ADVFN ﬂoated on the AIM market in March
2000. ADVFN has made key strategic investments to help maintain its
longevity. In September 2006, ADVFN acquired InvestorsHub.com - an online
investment community website in the North American market. In July 2009,
ADVFN bought All IPO, a FCA regulated firm, together with two brokerages;
TSCTrade and Throgmorton Street Capital. ADVFN continues to give private
investors tools and information previously reserved for professional traders,
and it is seen as the investor’s gateway to the global financial market place.

AIC
The Association of Investment Companies (AIC)
was founded in 1932 to represent the interests
of the investment trust industry – the oldest form
of collective investment. Today, the AIC represents
a broad range of investment companies,
incorporating investment trusts, VCTs and other closed-end funds.
The AIC is the trade body for closed-ended investment companies. The
association represents a broad range of closed-ended investment companies,
incorporating investment trusts, offshore investment companies, REITs and
Venture Capital Trusts (VCTs).
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C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E S
Apax Global Alpha Limited

Axiom Alternative Investments

Apax Global Alpha Limited (“AGA”) is a
FTSE 250 company (LSE:APAX) listed
on the Main Market of the London Stock
Exchange with a market capitalisation
of £663m/€737.5m and assets of €931m at 31 December 2018. AGA’s
investment objective is to provide shareholders with capital appreciation from
its distinct investment portfolio and regular dividends. The Company aims to
pay an annualised dividend yield of 5% of Net Asset Value per annum.
The company offers an extensive portfolio of Private Equity Investments
through the Apax Funds as well as a tailored mix of Derived Investments in
debt and listed equity.
Apax Funds have a strong track record in private equity through a diversified
exposure in four core sectors of Tech & Telco, Services, Healthcare and
Consumer. Apax Partners’ sector knowledge allows it to spot emerging
global trends early and invest “ahead of the curve”.
Derived Investments are investments in equities and debt derived from the
exclusive insights gained via Apax Partners’ Private Equity activities. Apax
Partners’ expertise identifies value creating opportunities in debt and equity
which are not part of the Apax Funds’ investment mandate and hence AGA
is in a unique position to invest in them.
AGA’s Investment Adviser is Apax Partners LLP (“Apax Partners”). They
are a leading global private equity advisory firm with more than 40 years
of investing experience and have raised and advised funds that total more
than €40bn.
For more information, please visit our website: www.apaxglobalalpha.com

Axiom Alternative Investments
was created in 2009 and is an
independent asset management
company that combines the
complementary expertise of asset managers and former investment bankers,
specialising in financing operations.
As a specialist in the financial sector, the company now manages over USD1.3
billion through a range of open-ended and closed-ended funds and mandates
covering all instruments issued by European financial institutions (senior debt,
non-preferred senior debt, subordinated debt and equities) as well as credit
derivatives. The company is regulated by the AMF, FCA and SEC.
Axiom Alternative Investments markets its funds to institutional clients, Private
banks, Family Offices and Private Wealth and Asset Management Advisors.
The company is based in Paris and London.

AXA Investment
AXA Investment Managers is a
global asset manager. We partner
with our clients to enable them
to make the right investment
decisions, while creating a positive change for the world we live in. The
cornerstone to our investment capabilities is our active, long-term approach,
which combines innovation, risk monitoring and fundamental research. As our
portfolios reﬂect the convictions of our investment professionals, they tend to
be relatively concentrated and fundamentally anchored. Whilst our investment
approach is not driven by a benchmark, we remain benchmark-aware. As such,
we use benchmarks for performance comparison and risk monitoring.
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Behind the Balance Sheet
Behind the Balance Sheet is an investment research
consultancy which creates bespoke research for large
institutional investors and produces training programmes
for their analysts and portfolio managers. The firm was
founded in 2012 by Steve Clapham, who has 30 years of
experience analysing and investing in equities. He spent
some 20 years as a rated sell-side equity analyst before becoming a partner
of a multi billion hedge fund in London in 2005.
The firm has recently begun to offer two training courses for private investors
who wish to improve their skills in analysing stocks. Introduction to Accounts
for Investors walks through a set of accounts and explains the key features to
watch. Introduction to Analysis explains how to find winning stock ideas, and
how to do the detailed analysis to ensure that your investment hypothesis will
play out, including a checklist of things to watch.
Their next courses are being held in London on June 7. You can learn more at
http://bit.ly/trainmello

Blue Whale Capital LLP
Blue Whale Capital LLP is a boutique
asset management firm based in London
backed by retail investment mogul Peter
Hargreaves. The firm was set up with the
aim of challenging the status quo within the investment management industry.
The firm’s assets under management surpassed £100 million in 2019.
Chief Investment Officer, ex-Artemis star fund manager Stephen Yiu, who
started his professional career as at Hargreaves Lansdown was hand-picked
by Peter Hargreaves to manage his family wealth.
Blue Whale Capital’s ﬂagship LF Blue Whale Growth Fund was launched in
September 2017 and is presently the firm’s only fund offering. The Fund has
a truly active, two-pronged investment process focused on both bottom-up
fundamentals and valuation.
The investment team, led by Yiu, perform rigorous fundamental analysis on each
investment that meets their criteria. They are strong advocates of adopting a
high conviction approach towards global stock selection and will invest in their
best 25 - 35 ideas. The team feel that this, aided by their philosophy of carrying
out independent research, will be critical in their mission to consistently achieve
significant outperformance of the relevant market index.

C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E S
Ediston Property Investment Company (EPIC)

Conkers3
The goal of Conkers3 https://
www.conkers3.com/
is
to
inspire, support and guide
investors and business leaders
to achieve success in their
investing or business journey.
Conkers3 works with the investing and corporate world to promote their
insights and journeys through bespoke interviews (podcasts/videos), research
and events.
The foundation of Conkers3 is to enable others to be inspired to learn more,
to achieve greater financial freedom or success and to do all this whilst being
mindful, calm, kind and living a rewarding happy life.
Conkers3 does this by providing 3 core services: Interviews (podcasts/videos),
a hub of Research / Knowledge and events.
Investors: Conkers3 provides insightful and provoking investing interviews
and research. Conkers3 works with Investors (experienced/developing),
High net worth individuals (HNWI); Independent Financial Advisers; Life-long
students of the financial markets; Angel Investors and Venture Capitalists.
Also, Conkers3 provides inspiration for new or developing investors, through
coaching and mentoring services.
Business Leaders: For business, corporate or entrepreneurial leaders,
wanting to promote or increase knowledge of their business, Conkers3
provides interviews (podcasts/videos) that can be shared with wide reaching
local, national or global audiences.
Thought Leaders: Interviews (podcasts/videos) for anyone who has experienced
interesting journeys and leadership insights that others can learn from.
The content on the site is mainly written by Peter Higgins (on Twitter known as
@conkers3). There is also additional information/articles on the website from
various partners, finance, investment industry and business experts.

Downing Public Equity
Downing
Public
Equity
was
established in 2010 by awardwinning* fund manager Judith
MacKenzie. Judith aimed to create
a boutique listed asset management
business, drawing on Downing’s 25-year private equity track record. The
team is passionate about driving strong long term returns for investors and is
focussed on unlocking value through a proven and repeatable process.
We currently operate in the UK micro-cap and UK equity income sectors. The
strategy of each of our funds draws from a shared investment philosophy
based on the following principles:
• Value-led investing: buying businesses at what we believe are attractive
valuations to improve returns and reduce downside risk.
• Bottom-up research: a comprehensive understanding of each company is
critical to the investment philosophy. We invest in businesses and funds we
understand.
• Focused portfolios: allowing our best ideas to drive performance.
• Robust repeatable processes: ensuring a consistent approach.
Each fund is supervised by an investment committee to provide additional risk
oversight. Our investors’ interests are important to us in every decision we make.
*Named Small Cap Fund Manager of the Year, Small Cap Awards 2015 and
Small Cap Awards 2013 for the Downing UK Micro-Cap Growth Fund.

EPIC is a UK-listed Real
Estate
Investment
Trust
(REIT) investing in commercial
property throughout the UK.
Our investment policy is not benchmark-driven. We seek to identify assets
that are mispriced, through a detailed analysis of risk and the property
fundamentals. We go where we think there’s value and opportunity and, at
present, that’s the retail warehouse sector.
EPIC currently has a yield of 5.4% which is paid monthly. We have a progressive
dividend policy which is underpinned by a dividend cover X1.19 and a revenue
reserve to cover more than a year’s dividend payments. *
Harnessing the shifts in shopping – why we like retail warehouses
The UK’s shopping habits are changing fast. Under pressure from e-commerce,
the high street is on the wane – but out-of-town retail warehouse parks are
well-placed to capitalise on the changes. Retail parks are also more accessible
for customers, often located on arterial routes on the edge of town centres.
Out-of-town shopping experience embraces the internet and helps retailers to
deliver ‘omni-channel’ retail strategies. In these strategies, ‘bricks’ and ‘clicks’
work together to give the consumer a seamless shopping experience. ‘Click
and collect’ services are also increasingly popular in retail parks.
These out-of-town successes go against the commonly held view that
online shopping is killing physical retailing. Successful retailers still see the
importance of physical stores and have found a way to ensure that that both
channels work together to maximise sales. In contrast, many of the retail
businesses currently facing a bleak outlook are simply those brands that have
not adapted to the shifts in consumers’ shopping habits.
* As at 31 December 2018

FinnCap
finnCap is a leading adviser & broker
to growth companies, both public and
private. It currently acts for over 125
listed companies & listed funds and,
through its Cavendish corporate advisory
business, to date, has advised on over 600 sales mandates for mid-market
private companies
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C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E S
Fund Hunter

Golden Prospect Precious Metals Limited

Fund Hunter seeks to
identify the best investment
funds.
Funds assessed
include active funds, passive funds, Investment Trusts, ETFs and openended funds.
We use a three process to evaluate funds: 1) where they invest 2) how they
invest 3) who is investing. We also evaluate the stocks that are held in funds.
A few key FH principles are 1) focus an active funds that are better than the
best passive fund alternatives 2) focus on the funds that have sound investment
mandates 3) focus on investment styles that work over the long-term.
The website runs a model portfolio of funds. It has returned 17.5% 2019
year-to-date (29 April 2019) versus 12.7% for the UK All-Share index.
Assessing the stocks in funds helps to determine if a fund is “doing what
it says on the tin.” Stock additions and disposals also highlight if a fund
remains on track.
We believe that you cannot understand a fund unless you understand what they
hold. Fund Hunter therefore carries out detailed stock analysis from time to time.

Golden
Prospect
Precious
Metals Limited is a closed-ended
investment company incorporated
in Guernsey which provides a
listed entity whose shares are traded on the London Stock Market for
investors to gain exposure to the Company’s investment strategy within
the gold and precious metals sector. The Company offers investors a
risk diversifier for geopolitical risks, but, by investing in small and mid
capitalisation precious metal equities, also offers the prospect of capital
growth. The precious metals sector is suffering from a sustained period
of under investment, which has led to declining production by the largest
producers. The Investment Managers believes this will lead to an increase
in acquisitions over the next couple of years, supporting higher equity
valuations for potential targets. The Company remains weighted to smaller,
single asset companies which typically trade at a significant discount to
their larger peers and this allows them to be acquired by larger producers
on an accretive basis.

Fundamental Asset Management Limited

Gresham House Asset Management Ltd

Fundamental Asset Management Limited
is an independent, owner managed,
investment management firm with an
outstanding performance track record.
It has successfully provided AIM
for Inheritance Tax planning and General Portfolio Management to
private investors, trusts and institutions for over 15 years, significantly
outperforming major UK stock market indices.
By investing in AIM-quoted companies that qualify for Business Relief,
Fundamental’s AIM portfolio service can help you obtain 100% relief from
Inheritance Tax (‘IHT’) in the UK, if held for two years and still held at death.
Since August 2013 AIM shares can also be held within an ISA, giving
Capital Gains Tax and Income Tax relief. Fundamental accepts the transfer
of existing ISAs for investment in AIM quoted companies. Fundamental’s
AIM for IHT Portfolio service can either be accessed directly through
Fundamental or through the Elevate, James Brearley, Transact, Standard
Life and Nucleus wrap platforms.
The Fundamental AIM Blog, Publications and Broadcasts pages of the
website provide regularly updates on news from AIM.
Fundamental General Portfolios adopt a global approach to investment
management seeking out outstanding companies on both London and
other well-regulated overseas stocks markets, notably the New York Stock
Exchange and Nasdaq.

Gresham House seeks to
provide relevant investment
solutions to help clients
meet their financial goals,
by
delivering
sustainable
investment performance and
long-term value for all stakeholders. As a specialist asset management
business, the company provides investors with access to a range
of alternative asset strategies which also facilitates co-investment
opportunities. Building long-term value for shareholders and investors with
a highly experienced investment team is a key strategic goal. Through a
combination of acquisition and organic growth, the team has significantly
grown the Gresham House business by establishing two core divisions:
Real Assets (including Forestry, Infrastructure and Housing) and Strategic
Equity (including Strategic Public Equity and Private Equity).
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Grit real estate income Group
Grit is listed in London, Johannesburg
and Mauritius. The Company is a real
estate income group that generates
superior US dollar and Euro yield for
investors by investing in a diversified
portfolio of high-quality real estate assets across the African continent
and Indian Ocean Islands, excluding South Africa, anchored by blue-chip,
international tenants. Grit Real Estate Income Group aims to become the
leading real estate owner on the African continent, outside of South Africa.
The Company focuses on growing its portfolio of income-producing assets,
based on hard currency leases with strong counterparties, to ensure
consistent and sustainable growth of shareholder value. Grit currently
leverages on its knowledge and experience in managing a pan-Africa
portfolio of real estate assets, as well as its strong network of partners and
in-country resources to achieve its vision.

C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E S
Hardman & Co

Investor’s Champion

Hardman & Co is an FCA
registered capital markets
research
and consultancy
business serving the UK
corporate sector. The company is recognised for research and advice of
the highest quality; their services are provided by a large team of highly
qualified industry professionals, with extensive experience of working with
companies and investors.
Hardman & Co helps businesses to be better understood and valued by
every type of investor via company research, investor engagement, investor
forums, capital markets advice, commercial due diligence and investor
advisory services.

We set up Investor’s Champion in 2006 to
introduce readers to the excellent returns and
potential tax benefits of lesser known, smaller
quoted companies. Since then, the website’s
regular blogs and research have uncovered some
outstanding small company success stories (and
helped its readers avoid some disasters).
And over the last decade or so, we have come to realise that it is those
stories that make people passionate about investment. Funds, bonds and
currency might provide some attractive figures, but it’s the stories offered
by companies that hook investors and keep them coming back for more.
Our aim is to provide a platform which gives more people access to the
market-beating returns offered by some of the world’s best companies.
The website is now full of information for all investors; from the total
beginner seeking a definition for the term ‘revenue’, to the seasoned
shareholder hunting for tips on specific companies. We’ve expanded away
from our small company roots (although we still have a soft spot for them)
to include research on all companies, reaching across the globe.

Harriman House
Harriman House is a leading
publisher
and
content
producer, specialising in
business and finance titles
across a variety of platforms including eBooks and audiobooks as well
as hardback and paperback books. They are a dynamic company, with 25
years of experience in the publishing industry, and are passionate about
publishing high-quality publications. Harriman House titles include The
Investment Trusts Handbook by Jonathan Davis and The Sceptical Investor
by John Stepek - both authors are key-note speakers at Mello 2019.

International Biotechnology Trust (IBT)
Company
summary:
International
Biotechnology
Trust
offers
investors
access to the fast growing
biotechnology sector through
an actively managed, diversified fund. Its award winning fund managers
at SV Health Investors are scientifically and medically trained with over
60 years of experience in this specialist sector between them. As well as
investing in a wide ranging portfolio of global quoted biotechnology stocks,
we include a small proportion of otherwise inaccessible carefully selected
unquoted investments which have the potential to deliver additional returns
over the long term. International Biotechnology Trust offers investors the
rare combination of high capital growth and a 4% per annum dividend

Kepler Trust Intelligence
“Kepler Trust Intelligence
offers
up-to-date
investment
strategy
research, fund analysis
and useful guides for private investors, all written in-house by Kepler’s
experienced analysts.
Our aim is to build a library of information on investment trusts that can
help you make allocation decisions.
We are focused entirely on investment trusts, however we believe that it helps
to understand them better if they are placed on a level playing field with OEICs,
so you will see comparisons between the two in these pages often.
Our content falls into three categories;
* Investment strategy articles assess opportunities and developments
across sectors, industries or geographies, which should be considered by
you - positive or negative.
* Fund research focuses on individual trusts, examining them in detail to
create a snapshot picture which you can use to decide whether or not you
want to invest in them.
* Educational output is split into simple guides, designed to help beginners
understand how investment trusts work, and more complex guides to
sectors, regions and strategies which may be of interest to investors.”
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C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E S
Menhaden PLC

Oakley Capital Investments

Menhaden PLC’s investment
objective is to generate
long-term
shareholder
returns, predominantly in the form of capital growth, by investing in businesses
and opportunities, irrespective of their size, location or stage of development,
delivering or benefiting from the efficient use of energy and resources.

Oakley Capital Investments (AIM:
OCI) provides access to the
out performance of a focused
portfolio of fast growing private
companies. It has achieved its
top tier returns through its investment in the Oakley Capital Funds. These are
Europe-focused Private Equity Funds that aim to build portfolios of high-growth,
medium-sized companies, primarily in TMT, Consumer and Education.
OCI shareholders gain access to the differentiated investment approach
of Oakley Capital. Founded by a business leader in 2002, Oakley’s
entrepreneurial heritage sets it apart. It attracts like-minded businesses,
and builds strong partnerships with management teams, investing time and
experience - as well as capital – to help them grow and succeed. Oakley
partners with entrepreneurs, not just for one deal but for many and is now
investing in the third or fourth deal with some operators, as well as identifying
new opportunities through the team’s deep expertise in specific sectors. A
typical Oakley portfolio company will benefit from a strong market position,
recurring contracted revenue and a diversified customer base.
In 2018, the current eleven underlying portfolio companies grew EBITDA at
an average of 39%, resulting in an OCI total net asset value (NAV) return of
16% and 172% over the last 10 years. The OCI NAV is based on conservative
company valuations. To date, investments have been sold at an average
premium of 25% to the investment holding value. The Board of OCI takes a
cautious approach to the management of OCI assets, ensuring the company
maintains healthy cash levels and dividend cover.

Miton Global Opportunities (‘MIGO’)
Miton Global Opportunities
(‘MIGO’) is a closed-end fund
which invests in the shares of
other closed-end funds. MIGO seeks to exploit mis-pricings between the
share price of a trust and its stated Net Asset Value, investing in trusts where
the portfolio manager sees a catalyst for this gap to close.

Montanaro
Montanaro
was
established
in
1991 by Charles
Montanaro to offer investors a professional access to quoted Small & MidCap.
More than 30 years later we remain true to our roots by only investing in the
best “Quality Growth” smaller companies.
Our team has grown to 29 which includes a dedicated investment team of 10,
one of the largest and most experienced Small & MidCap teams in the world.
This gives us the reach to discover the hidden gems lurking within our markets
that are often not covered by brokers.
We manage over £2 billion on behalf of our clients across a range of Funds,
two Investment Trusts, and segregated mandates: our UK and European
Income Funds help investors to diversify their income streams; our UK and
European Investments Trusts aim to invest in the LargeCap companies of
tomorrow; while our Better World Fund invests globally in companies helping
to solve some of the world’s greatest challenges.
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Ocean Dial
Ocean Dial is an FCA regulated
investment firm specialising in India.
We are bottom up investors who
seek to deliver superior absolute
returns over the long term. We
operate in a market with historically strong and consistent earnings growth
where elevated volatility has provided regular mispriced entry points. Our
Mumbai based team conducts fundamental proprietorial research on behalf of
four differentiated strategies supported by an investment and operational risk
infrastructure combined with a compliance function based in London.

C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E S
Pantheon International PLC

Securities Trust of Scotland

Pantheon International PLC (PIP) is a
closed-ended FTSE 250 investment trust,
which is designed to provide differentiated
access to a global and diversified portfolio
of high quality private equity. The trust is
referred to as PIP but its formal London Stock Exchange ticker is PIN. Through
its ﬂexible investment approach, PIP provides liquid access to a growing global
market worth in excess of $3tn* where the best private equity managers might
otherwise be inaccessible to investors.
Pantheon believes that high quality private equity can generate excess returns
that are capable of outperforming public markets over the long term. As at
28 February 2019, PIP had net assets of £1.4bn and had generated 11.7%
average annual net asset value (NAV) growth since it was launched in 1987. Its
share price has outperformed the FTSE All-Share and MSCI World indices on a
one, three, five and ten year basis as well as since inception in 1987.
PIP is managed by Pantheon, which is a leading global private equity,
infrastructure, real assets and debt fund investor that invests on behalf of over
510 investors. Founded in 1982, it has developed an established reputation in
primary, co-investment and secondary private asset solutions across all stages
and geographies. Pantheon has $42.0 billion** in AUM (as at 30 September
2018) and 277 employees, including 80 investment professionals, located
across offices in London, San Francisco, New York, Hong Kong, Seoul, Bogotá,
and Tokyo.
* Source: 2019 Preqin Global Private Equity and Venture Capital Report
** The figure includes assets subject to discretionary or non-discretionary
management, advice, or those limited to a reporting function.

Securities Trust of Scotland
is an investment trust that
aims to deliver rising income
and long-term capital growth
through investment in a balanced portfolio of global equities.
The manager typically runs a high conviction 35-55 stock equity portfolio that
is unconstrained by geography, sector, stock or market capitalisation. This
provides the opportunity to invest in their best ideas, not just because they are
listed in a market index.
The company pays a quarterly dividend to provide investors with a regular
income, though income is not guaranteed.
Securities Trust of Scotland is the ﬂagship income product managed by Martin
Currie, the global equity investment specialist. Headed by Mark Whitehead,
the specialist income team is dedicated to researching and finding the best,
most sustainable income ideas to invest in.
Our investment philosophy is that stock focused portfolios, driven by
fundamental research, are the best way to exploit market inefficiencies
and generate consistent outperformance. We believe that dividends are an
important feature of wealth creation.
In addition, as global equity income investors we believe that:
• a global income portfolio offers more choice than a country specific income
portfolio and reduces the risk of income concentration
• all the stocks in our portfolio should exhibit a combination of attractive
dividend yield and dividend growth
As an investment trust company, an independent board of directors
undertakes an additional level of governance. By engaging with and listening
to shareholders, the board ensures that the company continues to offer a
distinctive investment proposition that is relevant to investors’ needs.

Polar Capital
Polar Capital is the investment
manager for three investment trusts:
Polar Capital Technology Trust PLC
(PCT)
Polar Capital Global Healthcare Trust PLC (PCGH)
Polar Capital Global Financials Trust PLC (PCFT)
Polar Capital Technology Trust PLC provides investors with access to the
potential of companies in the global technology sector.
Managed by a team of dedicated technology specialists, PCT has grown
to become a leading European investor with a multi-cycle track record –
a result of the managers’ approach to investing, with the ability to spot
developing technology trends early on and to invest in those companies
best placed to exploit them.
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C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E S
SQN Capital Management LLC

Tellworth Investments

SQN Capital Management LLC is an SEC
registered investment advisor providing alternative
asset management services to a diverse array of
clients including insurance companies, hedge
funds, private wealth managers, retail investors,
family offices, and pension and funds of funds. The
company was also granted Investment Manager
status by the Central Bank of Ireland in November 2018.
SQN Capital Management has been providing debt solutions to the SME
market since 2007 and the founders have been active in this segment for
over thirty years.
The group has $1,039m discretionary assets under management and $1bn
of assets under advice for managed funds and segregated insurance accounts
(as at December 2018), running 10 funds across 5 jurisdictions. The group
specialism is business-essential assets that are leased by or financed for
businesses and direct lending to SMEs including real estate, secured trade
finance, receivables finance and wholesale lending.
SQN uses fundamental credit and underwriting skill with proprietary financial
modelling to provide simple, effective loan structures. Legal, Credit, Recovery
and Investment Management functions are all held in-house. Portfolios are
built with core focus on preservation of capital and repeatable income with an
emphasis on credit quality, collateral and structure to achieve enhanced risk/
reward. We maintain durable relationships with lending counterparties via a
dedicated origination team.
SQN Capital Management is run by seasoned professionals with over 125
years of fund management experience, who have built successful financial
services businesses managing loans, leasing contracts, high yield, investment
grade and global bonds.

Tellworth
Investments
(“Tellworth”) is a BennBridge
boutique,
founded
in
September 2017 by experienced investment duo Paul Marriage and John
Warren. Paul and John previously ran an established and multi-award winning
UK equity long-short strategy and a UK Smaller Companies Fund with
long track records at Schroders and Cazenove Capital. Paul and John are
now operating as fund managers for BennBridge, the appointed investment
manager.
The award-winning UK equity long-short strategy has a long track record with
an annualised return +8.9% since launch in May 2005. As specialists in UK
small and mid-cap stock picking, the Tellworth team aim to build on previous
success and strive to deliver strong investment returns.
The LF Tellworth UK Smaller Companies Fund was launched by Paul and
John ion November 2018 looking to replicate the very successful fund they
ran whilst at Cazenove and Schroders. The previous fund returned 430% for
investors from Jan 2006 to July 2017 vs the FTSE UK Smaller Companies ex
IT Index return of 113%.
Assets under management are currently around £540m.

Sterling Investments
Sterling Investments is
a London based fund
management
boutique
established
by
Melwin
Mehta. The purpose of the firm is to provide capital growth to like-minded
investors by investing in equities of quality UK companies – that fall below
the radar of larger funds. Every year, the firm studies hundreds of companies
but purchases only a very few, with an ownership mindset. Currently the firm
manages a UK domiciled UCITS Fund called the MI Discretionary Unit Fund.
Since 1963 the Fund has multiplied capital 950x i.e an investment of £10,000
in 1963 is worth £950,000 in April 2019, net of all fees and expenses.

Sterling Investments
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Urban Logistics REIT PLC
Urban Logistics REIT PLC is a property
investment
company,
quoted
on
the London Stock Exchange (AIM:
SHED). The Company listed in 2016
and has been established to invest
in UK-based logistics properties with
the objective of generating attractive
dividends and capital returns for its shareholders. Its investment strategy is
focussed on strategically located smaller single-let properties servicing highquality tenants including DHL, Boots, XPO, Culina, Travis Perkins. Investment
returns will be generated by an experienced management team led by Richard
Moffitt, focusing on quality stock selection and active asset management.
A number of structural and commercial factors support the opportunity in the
last mile / regional industrial and logistics real estate sub-sectors targeted
by the Company, including: strong occupier demand (driven by the growth of
e-commerce and investment by retailers in their supply chains) and a decline in
the supply of smaller sized lettable space in industrial and logistics real estate
across the UK.
The Company’s attractive income profile means it targets a growing dividend
to investors as well as a total return.

C O M PA N Y P R O F I L E S
VietNam Holding Ltd. (VNH)

The Wellcome Trust

VietNam Holding Ltd.
(VNH) is a closed end
investment fund founded
in 2006 to provide
institutional investors and individuals an attractive opportunity to participate in
the potential growth of Vietnamese equities. The fund’s investment manager is
Dynam Capital. Both companies are domiciled in Guernsey, and adhere to this
jurisdiction’s applicable rules and regulations. VNH, additionally, complies with
the LR/DTR’s and is subject to the UK Takeover Code.
• The investment focus of VNH is on Vietnamese companies that demonstrate
strong long-term investment potential. Most investee companies are listed
on one of the two Vietnamese stock exchanges. Exceptional investments
through over-the-counter purchases typically take place when state owned
enterprises are partially privatized and in the process of meeting listing
requirements. Reﬂecting the fund’s value investment approach, the majority of
the investments are mid-cap companies. For the sake of risk diversification,
VNH limits individual investments to a maximum 10% of the fund’s Net Asset
Value (NAV) at the time of purchase.
• VietNam Holding Ltd. is a sustainable investor and is driven by shareholder
value and the goals of Environmental, Social and Corporate Governance (ESG)
principles and best practices.
• The Investment Committee is guided by a careful classification of portfolio
companies according to the degree of conviction associated with each
investment. Corresponding portfolio weightings are assigned based on both
general macro-economic factors and company or industry specific trends or
events.
• In the interests of good corporate governance, the board of VietNam Holding
Ltd. utilizes two oversight committees. The Audit Committee provides ongoing
control over the company’s finances. The Corporate Governance Committee
supervises all areas of management practices and assesses the work done by
the Board of Directors at every meeting.
From its earliest days, VNH and its investment managers have professed
and demonstrated the highest standards of transparency and integrity. As it
pursues the continuation of its historic record of pace-setting performance,
VNH remains a notable example for funds in Vietnam and in emerging markets
throughout the world.

Wellcome exists to improve health by helping great
ideas to thrive. We support researchers, we take on
big health challenges, we campaign for better science,
and we help everyone get involved with science and
health research. We are a politically and financially
independent foundation.
The Wellcome Trust is a charity registered in England and Wales, no. 210183.
Its sole trustee is The Wellcome Trust Limited, a company registered in
England and Wales, no. 2711000 (whose registered office is at 215 Euston
Road, London NW1 2BE, UK)

The Share Centre
For over 25 years, The
Share Centre’s award-winning
reputation for plain speaking,
fair value and quality research
has ensured our place as one of the UK’s leading retail stockbrokers.
As investment experts, managing assets of £4.9 billion1 and more than
350,000 investment accounts, we are passionate about helping more people
to enjoy straightforward investing. Voted ‘Best Online Stockbroker’ at the
ADVFN International Financial Awards and by Investment Trends for ‘Highest
Overall Client Satisfaction’ for five years running; our investor accounts and
services are specifically designed to make investing in the stock market easy,
whether online, through our App, or by phone.
We offer a wide range of investments, including hassle-free ISAs, Share
Accounts and Investment Club options, and also provide one of the UK’s
leading fund administrator and white-label share dealing services.
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Gold standard research and
analysis that connects
public companies and investors
We provide independent research & advice that
helps companies communicate with investors.
We bridge the gap between investors and
exciting businesses.
www.hardmanandco.com
Caroline Heagney | Investor Relations
(44) 20 7194 7622
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DISCLAIMER
By agreeing to attend Mello Investment Trusts and Funds (the “Event”), Mello Events
Limited do not seek to invite or induce you to engage in any investment activity. Any
information provided at or in connection with the Event is made available without
responsibility on the part of Mello Events Limited or the Organisers. No responsibility
is accepted for any errors, omissions, or inaccurate information. Please note that the
prices of shares, spreadbets and CFDs can rise and fall sharply, particularly where
these investments are leveraged, and you may not get back the money you originally
invested. Smaller companies with a short track record tend to carry more risk than
larger, well established companies. The investments and services featured at this
Event may not be suitable for all attendees. You should assess the suitability of any
investment and/or investment service including those mentioned at the Event, or its
related website, against your own circumstances.
Mello Events Limited does not make any representations and disclaims to the
extent permitted by law all express, implied and statutory warranties of any kind in
relation to any information provided at or in connection with the Event, including
warranties as to accuracy, timeliness, completeness, performance or fitness for a
particular purpose. No action should be taken or omitted to be taken, and no liability
is accepted by Mello Events Limited for the results of any action taken or omitted,
in reliance upon information provided at or in connection with the Event. Such
information is not offered as advice on any particular matter and must not be treated

as a substitute for specific advice. In particular, it is not offered as and does not
constitute legal, regulatory, professional, tax, financial or investment advice and must
not be used as a basis for making investment decisions. Advice from a suitably
qualified professional should always be sought in relation to any particular matter or
circumstances.
Terms of Service
Mello Events Limited collects and uses your data in order to send you information
about the Event for which you have purchased a ticket and to inform you by email
about future events which may be of interest to you.
Where a discount code has been used in order to secure a discounted ticket as a
result of membership of a Partner organisation, we do carry out checks to confirm
membership and validate your ticket. We will not share your information with any
other third party. If, at any time, you wish your details to be removed, please email
georgina@mello2018.com.
Organisers reserve the right to alter the stated Programme of Events at any time,
replacing speakers, panel sessions and Company presenters as required. Organisers
also reserve the right to refuse entry. Please arrive early to avoid disappointment, as
seats are allocated on a first come, first served basis.

Programme designed by Scott Harvey (scottharveydesign@gmail.com)
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Leading broker to growth companies
Investors
Free access to research on 150+ growth
companies & investment companies
researchlibrary.finncap.com

Growth companies &
Investment companies
Advice on strategic corporate options
Promotion to a wide range of investors
Fundraising equity and debt capital
Trading / market making to improve
trading liquidity
www.finncap.com • 60 New Broad Street, London EC2M 1JJ • 020 7220 0500

Providing a high networth online community
of private investors, with real-time market data
Home of the Private Investor
Est 1999

www.advfn.com
LSE:AFN
Active Forums with 40,000 Posts a Day Worldwide

A Valuable IR Advertising Environment
Covering:
Stocks and Shares
Indices
ETFs
Bonds

Investment Trusts
Commodities
Forex
Cryptocurrencies

Special offer for attendees of MELLO 2019

Level 2
service

DISCOUNT
Call ADVFN Support

0207 0700 961
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SHARESOC BOARDROOM
(BACK UP THE
STAIRS NEXT TO THE
MELLO WELCOME DESK)
THE JOHN BARON
LOUNGE

SOUTHGATE
LOUNGE

KEPLER
ROOM

T&F’S EXHIBITION AREA

FUND HUNTER
ROOM

EXIT

THE SHARE CENTRE
ROOM

THE LITTLE BRITTON
HOSPITALITY
SUITE

MELLO THEATRE

ENTRANCE

PI WORLD
ROOM

FLOOR PLAN

MELLO
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FINNCAP
ROOM

E XCLUSIVE

Mello Investors Evening
254 Chiswick High Road
5pm–7.30pm
16th May 2019

Preferential discount available for MELLO event guests

For your copy of our latest brochure and nearest showroom call 0700 278 4726 | www.john-lewis.co.uk

MELLOTRUSTSANDFUNDS.COM
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